Console Monitor

Attached in a save file is the source for a set of programs I call Console Monitor. I have also included source as text if you do not want to copy over the save file.
Everything has been compiled at V6R1M0 level. If you have an earlier release, a few changes will allow the code to run at previous levels.  
The Problem:
You need to run full system backup and other functions with high authority in restricted mode and unattended. 
The traditional solution is to either have an operator stay and run the functions or just sign onto the console as security officer, terminate to a restricted state and leave it running with no one there. 
Obvious problems with both. One is that someone as to stay until the functions are done and must have high authority. Leave the system logged into QSECOFR is very dangerous. 
A Solution
 My solution is a user profile called CONSOLEMON that has all authority and that has a startup program that sits and waits for messages to arrive. It validates the message against a table and executes the program set up in the table. 
Note that everything in here is created with no public authority and is owned by CONSOLEMON. Only the QSECOFR should compile the objects using the AA_MAKE program.
All messages must be defined in XVCONMSG . I have included two sample program CM0001 and CM0002 as examples of programs that can be used. Messages must be defined in XVCONSG again for security reasons. You do not want to be able to send any program to be executed.
Here is the setup in XVCONMSG to run the CM0001 message. This must be done by QSECOFR or someone with high authority. 
Message Name to search on   RUN_SYSTEM_SAVE                                                         
  Program Name to Execute.  CM0001                                                                  
     Program Library Name.  YOURLIB                                                                 
          Parameter String  *YES *YES                                                               
         Active Yes or No.  Y                                                                       
    User Who Added Record.  ACAMPIN                                                                 
   Timestamp record added.  2013-06-12-18.12.49.000000                                              
 User Who Last Updated Rec  ACAMPIN                                                                 
 Timestamp record updated.  2013-06-12-18.12.49.000000 

                                             
 The next step is to go into the job scheduler and create a job schedule entry to send the previous message at the time you want the function to run. Make sure you run the command under CONSOLEMON authority. 
SNDCONMSG MESSAGE(RUN_SYSTEM_SAVE)   
The last thing to do is sign on to the console as CONSOLEMON. When the appointed time arrives the job scheduler sends the message to Data Queue CONSOLEMON. Program XV0001 is monitoring CONSOLEMON and the program is retrieved from XVCONMSG and executed. 
To end the console, use a system request 2 to end the program. 
I have included source for the following. Again the make must be done by the QSECOFR. Note that the make program creates a user profile named CONSOLEMON with high authority. The password is set to CONSOLEMON and to expired. Make sure this is what you want done. 
To create the system, create the program AA_MAKE and call with the following:

CALL PGM(AA_MAKE) PARM(<Object Library> 
<Source Library> 
<Target Release> 
<Y or N to Create Optional Programs>) 

So for example,

CALL PGM(AA_MAKE) PARM('CONLIB' 'CONSRC' 'V6R1M0' 'Y')

Source Included:
                       
AA_MAKE    – Make program for all objects. 

XVCONMSG   - Console Messages File.

XV0001     - Initial program for CONSOLEMON.
XV0001_M01 – CLLE Module-Driver
XV0001_M02 = RPGLE module. Check message and get program. 

SNDCONMSG  - Command Send Console Message.
XV0002     - Command processor for SNDCONMSG.
XV0002_M01 – CLLE Module. Send message to CONSOLEMON data queue.

Standard copy blocks
 
CB_STD_CON
CB_STDTYPES
CB_STD_EM

XVERRH     - My standard error handler
XVERRH_M01 – RPGLE Module. Throw error.
XVERRH_M02 – RPGLE Module. Handle message.
XVERRH_M03 – RPGLE Module. ILE Condition Handling.
XVERRH_B   - Bindery
XVERRH_PR  - Prototypes                                                           
                                                                                                    
Have fun! Call or email me if you have problems or questions.
Alan Campin	
Alan0307d@gmail.com
(801) 505-2707
 

